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FEEL 

Prince Synthetic Gut Duraflex - 1.30mm White        £17.00 

The world’s most popular synthetic gut with added Duraflex for extra durability.  
 

Wilson Sensation - 1.30mm Neon Green         £20.00 

Highly elastic nylon fibres impart power and reduce vibrations for comfort. 
 

Prince Premier Touch - 1.30mm Ice White         £21.00 

Premier Touch is the ultimate string for players looking for extra touch.  
 

Babolat Xcel - 1.30mm Natural          £21.00 

Xcel has shock absorbing properties that provide you impressive performance, while being easy on your arm. 
 

Luxilon Element - 1.25mm Copper          £24.00 

Ten micro-strands inside Luxilon Element make this one of the most powerful yet combined with fabulous feel. 
 

POWER & DURABILITY 

Apollo Titanium Pro - 1.25mm Silver          £17.00 

Good combination of touch and feel in this poly from Apollo Leisure 
 

Apollo Pro Response - 1.23mm Black          £17.00 

Great power and durability with a softer feel but retains tension, great performance string for tournament players. 
 

Head Lynx - 1.25mm Neon Yellow          £18.00 

Lively and responsive string for the aggressive player 

 

Tecnifibre Pro Red Code - 1.25mm Red         £18.00 

Offers great power and holds tension well, limited shock at high tensions. 

 

Luxilon Alu Power Original Big Banger - 1.25mm Cream       £24.00 

Luxilon Original is a Poly-ether-ether blend for added power & durability. 
 

Luxilon Alu Power 125 Silver Big Banger - 1.25mm Silver       £25.00 

Tour level power, control, and durability for ultimate performance. 
 

SPIN 

Head Lynx Tour - 1.30mm Grey          £20.00 

6-edge design to provide the ultimate blend of control and spin. 
 

Wilson Revolve Spin - 1.30mm Lime          £21.00 

Maximum spin derived from a pentagon shape for added snap-back and bite. 
 

Babolat RPM Blast - 1.25mm Black          £21.00 

As used by Rafael Nadal. The string for players who want more control and incredible spin. 
 

Luxilon Alu Power Rough Big Banger - 1.25mm Silver       £25.00 

Ideal for players who want more spin. Textured surface. 

 

HYBRID TENNIS STRINGS 

A Hybrid tennis string is a combination of a durable main string and an elastic cross string, for frequent string 

breakers who are looking for power but requiring an element of feel at the same time. Choose your main string 

as either a ‘Spin/Power/Durability’ string and combine with a ‘Feel’ string as your crosses. For example – 
 

Mains - Head Lynx Tour - 1.30mm Grey Crosses - Wilson Sensation - 1.30mm Neon Green  £20.00 
 

YOUR OWN STRING – provide your own string       £10.00 


